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‘Plug the Gap’ campaign: Taylor issues open letter
By Fiona Parker, Features Editor (2012/13)
Friday 13 December 2013

Kallum Taylor, YUSU President, has written an open letter to the Senior Management team of the
University. This is a written in response to the funding for the National Scholarship Programme being cut
by the Government. The immediate cuts will affect students who have already applied for places for the
2014/15 accademic year unless the University provide support with their own funds. The letter is part of a
campaign launched by YUSU which was reported yesterday. The University is expected to make an official
statement about its actions on Monday. Below is Taylor’s open letter:

To the Senior Management Group,

We write to you with the urgent request that you plug the gap of £709,000 left by the National Scholarship
Programme cut out of your own funds. This would be in order to make sure that no student already in the
application cycle misses out on any of the funding they will have expected to have received when
choosing to apply at York.

There will have been many positive reasons for their choice, such as York’s reputation as a leading UK
University, the city of York itself, the college system, the extra-curricular and developmental opportunities
offered by YUSU and not forgetting too, the University’s exciting expansions and redevelopments.

For a considerable number though, the one factor considered before all of those would be whether or not
they’d be able to get through their time at York without hard concerns about finance compromising their
student experience in a detrimental manner. This is why York has a moral obligation to these students.

Plug the gap.

Like yourselves, we were shocked at the early announcement from BIS and HEFCE that £100m would be
removed from the NSP in the 2014/15 academic year.

We recognise that it’s not been convenient for you and your departments, who have spent time and
resources in planning and marketing on certain expectations. One such expectation would be that that
during the 2014/15 year you would still be able to deliver bursaries, fee waivers and other means of
support worth an anticipated £1,065,000 from the NSP.

Regrettably for all of us, this income has dropped to £356k. This means that no matter how cleverly the
little remaining funds are played, there is still less money for those who will definitely need it.

That’s less money for those of the 2014/15 intake – money which they will need.

Plug the gap.

There are numerous other institutions who are acknowledging this. Not only are competitors not burying
their heads in the sand (like we risk doing), they’re also acknowledging their moral obligation and are
actually plugging the gap either completely or mostly for the next academic year.

Doing this will also give those institutions – and York if it follows suit – more time to plan a smart, longer
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term solution which is of maximum benefit to students.

If you don’t plug the gap, simply speaking; it’ll look terrible today.

More importantly, it’ll look even worse in the long term.

The problems arising from all of those students who would be struggling to even cover their rent (yet
alone live and learn) would illuminate a very cold approach to widening participation, retention and
helping everyone here reach their potential – regardless of any social or economic obstacle.

We, the students we represent now, and those who have already clicked the ‘apply’ button – or even had
offers accepted for 2014/15 – expect the University of York to plug this gap.

It’s worth noting that we do appreciate the decision to direct the entirety of the small remainder of the
NSP funding to bursaries through finally doing away with the questionable tuition fee waivers.

Anyone can do that though. Let’s deal with this properly and fairly.

Plug the gap.

For one time only let your record breaking surpluses take the hit, as opposed to the experiences of
hundreds of students starting their time at the University next year. It will speak volumes.

Plug the gap, so that we can all have a good Christmas.

Kallum Taylor
YUSU President

4 comments
Anon

“Burying their heads in the hand”…or their faces in their palms, much like I did when I read this letter. The
case is clear, the Uni should fund the deficit from its profits; but why write it in such a long-winded,
meandering, gramatically criminal letter? Isn’t there someone at YUSU who could proof read for him?
Writing stuff in the style of a sixth-form debate club speech doesn’t make it persuasive.

Jacobin

Agree with Anon, its good to see Kazza writing his own material for once. But the results are horrible…
Thankfully we’ve seen less of his turgid, off putting, blogs lately.

Of course our pretty supine, management loving, SU, which seems to dislike actually allowing students to
run it won’t do much beyond this. As ever with Kazza it would be nice to have less shittily thrown together
words more action.

…But that won’t land him (like so many of his predecessors) a cushy UoY job come July will it?

James Carney

Wow… And I thought my verse was bad.
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Sofia Geraghty

Phwoooar id plug Kallum’s Gap.
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